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cc who saysfield trips have to end in gradeschool?
AggieSuites RA"s plan a bowling alley field tripfor studentsthat allows them
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Olympic gold
medalist has
close A&T ties
"We will know that if someone did a shoot-
ing on East campus, weneed to stay in ourrooms
and lock our doors, or follow whatever policies
The system has been met with much praise
"If you have a system where you can actually
send a text message saying there is an emergency;
please respond this way, I think you cut down on
a lot of time. In a crisis situation, time is of the
essence," said Sherece Adams, University Resi-
dence Administrator ofAggie VillageWest.
Eric Wooten, senior mechanical engineering
major, also feels that the service will be benefi-
cial.
AggieAlert allows registered users, including
A&T students, faculty and staffto receive notifi-
cation of emergency situations via text message
alerts on mobile devices such as cell phones. The
service is free ofcharge and is voluntary. Every-
one on A&T's campus is strongly encouraged to
register.
Chances are you have seen the posters around
campus advertising the recently implemented
campus alert system.
AggieAlert, the new campus emergency alert
system, promises to inform users connected to
A&T's campus when such critical situations oc-
cur.
Shootings. Tornadoes. Bomb threats
All of these are emergency situations that can
and have, happened on college campuses across
the nation.
At ease in Aggieland
Minority students are finding HBCU life new and enlightening
Attending college doesn't just
have to be about going to school
with people who look like you, it's
about the experience and gettingthe
best possible education.
Another benefit, as each person
interviewed pointed out, is the di-
didnot look like those around them.
For minority students such as David
Safewright, a freshman computer
science major from Thomasville, he
feels like this is the place for him.
Haling from a city not too far
from Greensboro, why not UNCG
orWake Forest University or one of
the other universities in the area?
"A&Tis real good formy major.
As far as computer science, it's one
of the better schools," Safewright
said.
Fall 2008 marks a big change in
enrollment proving to be one ofthe
largest years of acceptance of mi-
nority students in a while.
Everyone has, at one time or
other, experienced a situation
where theyfelt like theywere being
watched or questioned because they
Is America filled with only one
race or ethnicity? Of course not.
So, why would a historically black
college and/or university contain
only black students? Here at North
Carolina A&T, one can find diver-
sity; not only in the faculty popu-
lation, but among students as well.
Hispanic, white and Asian are only
a few among the mix of so many
more.
￿ SeeMIN0RITYonPage2
Seen here isblack-college student David Safewrightposing foran editorial portrait August 21,2008, He is a computer
science majorfocused on education more thanraceand social norms
Freshmen still adjusting to life away from home
classmen have
Void, who attended the event
held in the stadium this past Satur-
day for the team spoke with enthu-
siasm about the upcoming football
The community that Walker re-
fers to allowed him to consider fel-
low freshman Void a friend after
meeting him justrecently.
He said they met in orientation
and have been hanging out ever
since. This environment is new to
Walker who has spent the last 12
seemed to have more character. I
like how it's a community," Walker
said.
Caroline, 25, who madeher debut inthe Olym-
pics just this year, helped her 8-woman crew to
grasp the gold,,winning the lead by just 2.5 sec-
onds. This year will be only the second time that
the U.S. women have won gold in the rowing
"I still can't believe it," said Mary Lind. "It's
like a fairytale. She's worked on it so hard, for
so long. But as you know, there's always lots of
things that can go wrong, but it all went so per-
fectly and smoothly."
Lind did not win eight gold medals or set any
world records but the one goldmedal she brought
back to the States was enough for Mary Lind, a
professor ofinformation systems inA&T's school
ofbusiness.
While swimmer Michael Phelps and sprinter
Usain Bolt were dominating Olympic headlines,
rower Caroline Lind was making her mother
proud
competition.
The Chinese believe eight is a lucky number
, hence the 8-8-08 starting date, and the supersti-
years in Germany.
"My first week was atotally new
experience. Number one, being in
the States was new, but being on
"I looked at a lot of schools
in North Carolina and out of the
schools that I looked at, A&T
Whindleton "Josh" Walker, a
freshman from Kaiserslautem, Ger-
many shares in Void's enthusiasm
forA&T.
season
"They look like they're in pretty
good shape this year, they should
win!" Void said.
Other telltale signs of a fresh-
man are he wont mind eating in the
cafand he won't have the wayward
faith in the football team that upper-
That's one ofthe easiest ways to
spot a freshman. He will be the one
walking aimlessly with schedule in
hand.
part ofthat takeover.
Void is a Greensboro native, and
said growing up he always wanted
to come to A&T. Void said his first
week on campus was an enjoyable
one, but he did experience some
trouble finding his way around
campus
Larry Void, 18, a freshmen ma-
joring in architectural drafting, is a
The number of freshmen that
enrolled for this school year have
become campus buzz and the fresh-
menthemselves have come up with
a slogan for their giant turnout: The
2012 takeover.
As returning students with fa-
miliar faces filled the classrooms
of A&T last Monday, they were
joined by a noticeable amount of
freshmen.
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AggieAlert
welcomed as
a potential
lifesaver
CAMPUS NOTEBOOK
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Register Reporter
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Sophomore Jordan Angel, mechanical engineering student,stands amongst his fellow classmates with noworries being in their comfort zone August21,2008.
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JASMINE JOHNSON
NAACP Interest Meeting
Hines HallAuditorium
7 p.m. -8 p.m.
Young Investors Club
Craig Hall
Trading Room (2nd Floor)
4:30 p.m.
School of Nursing
Workshop Series
Noble Hall Room 0116
Conference Room
Noon
Aggie Maniacs
Full Body Meeting
NCB A218
9 p.m. -10:30 p.m.
Ayantee Yearbook
Interest Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Room 209
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
The "Aggie Suites RA pro-
gram production" is definitely
putting forth a commendable
effort in planning programs,
putting them together, and
gaining student participation.
Resident assistants are re-
quired to produce at least two
programs each month for their
residents.
"We've nicknamed our-
selves Aggie Suites RA pro-
gram production," laughed
Thurman.
"We had so much fun, any-
one who did not go missed
out!"exclaimed freshman Ash-
ley Penn. "I cannot wait until
we do something else."
With no empty seats on the
chartered buses and every lane
in the bowling alley taken, the
program was a success for the
Suites/ Terrace staff.
Freshman Olivia Williams
thought the event was a good
way to get students out of the
dorm and to meet other Ag-
gies. "It's about networking
and having fun. Plus, college
students are broke so anything
that is free is an incentive."
"I walked all the way from
Cooper Hall to go bowling,"
said freshman Malcolm Gate-
wood.
plan such activities for their
residents so we can provide a
fun and social way to bring stu-
dents together."
"Hopefully other dorms will
Thurman wants to incorpo-
rate a variety ofideas including
the arts and theatre. "We also
will host various community
service projects. Our goal is
to bring together not only the
students ofA&T but also the
Greensboro community," add-
ed Thurman.
The students who partici-
pated were very anxious to go
bowling. An hour before the
buses were scheduled to leave,
students were lined up outside,
talking about the exciting night
ahead of them. Some even
opted to drive themselves to
the bowling alley.
It certainly will not be the
last program as the Suites have
already worked out a trip in
early September to the Bam
Dinner Theatre to see Motown
LoveMachine.
This is not the first program
planned by the RA's ofAggie
Suites/ Terrace. They have
already successfully hosted a
pizza/ice cream social for resi-
dents.
The onlyrequirement ofthe
students was signing a liability
waiver form, which is manda-
tory when carrying students to
any venue. The buses pulled
off approximately 8:30pm
and the students bowled from
9-1 lp.m.
buses
Aggie Opus Project Rehearsals
Hines Hall Auditorium
6 p.m.
The staff also provided
transportation for the first 100
attendees with two chartered
"We certainly will not mm
away students as we encourage
them to bring their friends,"
said complex director Jackie
Thurman. "We're focusing on
getting to know students in
their comfort zones."
Although targeted forAggie
Suites and Aggie Terrace resi-
dents, the programs are open
to any student who wishes to
attend. About 160 residents
signed up for the trip. Accom-
panying them were eight resi-
dent assistants and a graduate
hall director.
The staff even went as far
as giving tickets for free na-
chosand drinksto each partici-
pant. The funds come from the
residence halls general budget
used for programs.
The collaborative group of
RA's planned the trip as one of
their many required programs.
The trip was completely free to
all students as the RA's rented
out AMF Bowling Lanes on
Holden Road.
In a creativeattempt tobring
students together, the Resident
Assistants ofAggie Suites E, F,
and Aggie Terrace treated stu-
dents to free bowling Aug. 24.
"Coaches, professors, and
Junior and animal science
major from Morrison, Colo-
rado, Jessie Larson, has shared
the same experiences through
her years of attending A&T. "I
have learned about that South-
ern hospitality and how friendly
people are out here," she said.
"The professors are caring
and want you to succeed. Al-
though they are hard on you,
they still are there when you
need them," Ortiz said.
"Now I am more aware of
what is in front ofme and I can
prioritize, helping things run a
little smoother," he added.
For each of the students, a
sense ofcloseness and a caring
faculty has enhanced their Ag-
gie experience.
Versatility is a huge trait that
employers are looking for be-
cause they need people who can
successfully interact with those
different than them.
"The experiences [here]
have ultimately taught me that
you can have fun but also work
hard for it," said sophomore and
mechanical engineering major,
Jordan Oritz, who is originally
from the Republic of the Phi-
lippines.
versity experienced at A&T.
"You learn more about [di-
versity], which will help you
more towards the work world,"
Safewright said.
"This was a huge step in my
life and I'm glad I took it," said
Larson. "It taught me to be in-
dependent and go out and make
friends; I had to start fresh and it
taught me a lot."
Socializing is great, but we
must keep in mind why we're
here. For these reasons and
many more, even those who
may notbe black still appreciate
what ahistorically black college
university has to offer.
Nonetheless, these students
know that there are more impor-
tant things to overcome than the
small opinion of someone else.
"It was extremely difficult to get
used to the work load, but with
the help of my peers and pro-
fessors, I got through it," Ortiz
said.
"There are many different
views out there, and that comes
with the territory," Larson said.
"There are always going to be
people trying to keep you down-
and pointyou out. I justkeep my
head up and go on my way."
Though a welcoming aura
stands strong, there still linger
small bits of opposition and
question of why they chose to
come here. As a student wrote
last year about his concerns
about everyone wondering if he
attended UNCG, current minor-
ity students, at times, get the
sameresponse.
fellow classmates are all look-
ing out for me and true friends
and family like that are hard to
find."
no personal injuries reported
There is suspect information.
Football vs.Johnson C.Smith
Aggie Stadium
6 p.m.
31
University Church Service
Harrison Auditorium
3 p.m.
HEY
ggies! fllniJUHiS
— Better Ingredients,I Better Pizza.
STUDENT SPECIA
LARGE 1-TOPPIN
$9.99
gie nern
Wh&n YouNond To Know!
Phillip Morris Cook-Out
McNair Hall Lawn
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
theBLOTTER
Harassing Phone Calls
August 18,5:00p.m.
Ward Hall
There were no injuries reported
friend to stop contacting her.
University Police responded to
a harassing phone call incident.
The victim stated that she didn't
want to have her friend arrested
but she did want her former
University Police responded
to the Moore Gym in reference
to larceny of a cell phone which
occurred at the Holland Bowl.
A student stated that she
dropped her cell phone and an-
other student claimed the phone
from the person who found it
.The suspect was identifiedand
warrants have been issued, case
closed.witnesses.
Larceny
August 22, 7:00 p.m
Holland Bowl
Both Walker and Void are
starting their freshmen year out
with the ideal aggie attitude,
one of charisma, dedication
and pride.
my grown man thing so she's
not calling everyday, probably
every other day," Walker said.
No matter how far away
from home or how close to
home each one is, theyare both
enthusiastic about their futures
here atA&T.
campuson my own! ButI liked
the whole experience," Walker
said.
Walker is further away from
Walker, who is a psychol-
ogy major, said his work load
was light last week, however
he was surprised at how much
professors used Blackboard
and the amount of papers he
had to print offhimself.
"She's trying to let me do
Walker is 17 years old. His
mom is over 3,000 miles away.
How does a mother cope with
her son being not only in col-
lege, but in another country so
far away from home?
"It's kind ofweird because
I don't know too many people
down here and if I go offcam-
pus I'm lost, but I'm rolling
with the punches," he said.
home than a lot students at
A&T, upperclassmen included.ADJUSTING From page 1
AggieAlert texts students when
campus emergencies happen
SGA Tailgate
Lady Aggies Softball Complex
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
A female non student was
removed from residence life
after her non student status was
confirmed. The non student was
later transported off campus to a
medical facility for an unknown
illness.There were no charges
filed. There were no injuries
reported.
Information
Aug. 20,7:00 p.m
Holland Hall
ALERT From page 1
A female faculty member re-
ported thata female student had
verbally threatened her. Criminal
charges are pending. There were
Off Campus
August 21,1:10 p.m
CommunicatingThreats
Burglary
August 23,3:00 p.m
Cooper Hall
to the burglary of a students'
room. There was approximately
$2500.00 ofthe students' per-
sonal property stolen from his
room. There were no suspects or
witnesses.
University Police responded
to Cooper Hall in reference
— Compiled by Tiffany Adams
Open Swimming
Corbett Sports Center Pool
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Open Gym
Moore Gym
6 p.m. -10 p.m
Miss Omega Psi Phi Pageant
Interest Meeting
MarteenaAuditorium
7 p.m.
The service is hosted by
e2campus, a company that pro-
vides emergency communica-
tion services formore than 600
colleges and universities.
According to the website,
the system hasa zero spampol-
icy which "prohibits unsolic-
ited messages and AggieAlert
does not sell the contact infor-
mation for subscribers to third
party marketers."
AggieAlert allows users to
register up to two cell phones
and two email addresses. Stu-
dents may link a parent as one
oftheir emergency contacts.
quired at time ofregistration,
A cell phone or mobile de-
vice as well as an A&T email
username and password is re-
Those interested in regis-
tering should log onto A&T's
homepage, click on the Ag-
gieAlert link, and follow the
screens as directed.
something tragic or horrific for
people to getaclue. The timing
is reactive as opposed to proac-
tive. It took something as trag-
ic as the Virginia Tech situation
for us to realize that we need
to have some system where we
can communicate with the en-
tire campus in the event of an
emergency," said Adams.
"It's sad, but it always takes
edies
AggieAlert brings back
memories ofpast campus trag-
"It would probably be a
good idea for it to be manda-
tory just to keep everybody
aware of what's going on,"
said Annie McPherson, fresh-
manbiology major.
At the present time Ag-
gieAlert is not mandatory.
Some on A&T's campus be-
lieve it should be.
"I think that with text mes-
saging, some people have it,
and some people don't. It is
not free for everyone" said
Wooten.
Although the service itself
is free, users may be charged
a nominal fee to receive SMS
textmessages based upontheir
wireless carrier provider and
phone plan.
The system has also been
met with some questions.
and procedures needed to keep
safe," said Wooten.
If you ever see anything suspicious
or need assistance call Campus Police
(336) 334-7675(336) 954-7575
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Aggie Suites RA's prove field trips
don't have to end in grade school
Minorities students
finding a home at A&T
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Contributor
Over 6,000 young adults last
year has died in motor vehicle
accidents, making this the num-
ber one killer ofteenagers inthis
generation. Thisyear in January,
the Va. General Assembly called
Driving While Texting or DWT
a "modem distraction."
Lawmakers in Virginia con-
sidered apair ofbills that would
ban texting while driving a car,
bicycle, motorcycle, moped or
even an electronic wheelchair.
The Virginia proposal states:
if caught driving while texting
the driver would be charged a
misdemeanor fine up to $250
and court costs. Four other
states are also considering this
law since texting while driv-
Ashley Withers, a senior
journalism and mass commu-
nication said that she also send
and receive text messages while
driving.
Even though receiving and
sending up to 50 and 75 text
messages a day, he admitted to
breaking some traffic laws be-
cause oftexting.
driving because you can leam
to text without looking. Marcus
Summers, a junior computer
science major, answered yes
when asked "Do you text while
driving?"
This information had gov-
ernment officials asking:
Should texting while driving
be banned? Many young adults
say that it is easy to text while
The American Automobile
Association (AAA) released a
survey on July 10, 2007 show-
ing that 46% of newly agecf-
drivers send text messages with
their cell phones while driving.
Lon Anderson, director of
public and governmentaffairs at
AAA- MidAtlantic, said, "Tex-
ting belongs in its own category.
It is extremely dangerous. There
is no place for driving and tex-
ting."
Text messaging has become
one ofthe mostreliable ways to
communicate, but many people
text while driving without con-
sidering the dangers from it.
With Alltel, Verizon, AT&T
SunCom and other major com-
panies that offer text messag-
ing can all have some kind of
endangerment to their custom-
ers. Even though sending or
receiving a message may seem
important, preventing a severe
accident or even death, comes
first.
Two letters could mean
death? Well,, behind the wheel
texting a simple "Hi" is all it
takes.
Caroline Lind is expected
to make a visit to A&T in the
coming week.
Lind, who traveled to Bei-
jing this past weekend to visit
her daughter, says that she
is still adjusting to the time
change between America and
China and the start of the new
school year.
cious and bull-headed, and I
think she gets that from me,"
Lind said.
Michael J. McCray also
contributed to this story.
Caroline Lind, stands at
six feet and has been an adept
competitor since the age of
"She says it's almost an
unreal experience to her," Lind
said of her daughter. "She's
meeting all these famous and
amazing people, and she said
that was an amazing experi-
ence."
tion held some truth on the day
the American Women's Crew
won gold.
six. After starting to swim at
a young age, she later found
that she had an aptitude for
many other sports. Since mid-
dle school on to her arrival in
the 2008 Olympics, Lind has
played basketball, water polo,
and softball as well.
Mary Lind, who has been
part of the Aggie family since
1985, says that her daughter
inherited her athleticism and
height from her husband, who
once played basketball for
Duke and stands at six feet and
four inches. "I am pretty tena-
Man sentenced to more than
26 years in UNC campus attack
JESSE JAMES DECONTO
McClatchy Newspapers
Before sentencing him, Fox
asked ifhe had anything else to
say.
es, Taheri-Azar has behaved un-
predictably. He was evaluated at
a psychiatric hospital and found
competent for trial.
your
son for that?" Fox added
"The defense rests,
honor," Taheri-Azar said.
But one witness, Taheri-
Azar's sister, Leyedia, did tes-
tify, telling the jury that her
brother was always helpful
when it came to computer orcar
problems. She said the brother
she knew was not the one who
had rammed autility car into the
pit.
But Taheri Azar remained
silent.
Taheri-Azar's aunt, who
had flown in from California,
whispered, "Sorry. Say it. I'm
sorry."
"No, thank you, yourhonor,"
he said.
"He was a really naive kid
who. wouldn't hurt a fly," she
said.
In previous court appearanc-
PHOTO BYLEROY MIKELL
Aggie Pride jumpoffwelcomes
new students to A&T community
A&T freshmen Phillip Jones,Chris Andrews, Marquel Williams, and Tyler Hudson perform theirtalentshow winning Acapella duringAggie Welcome Week 2008,
Former SGA president Terrance Jand Current President Marcus Bass co-hosted the eventAugust 22,2008
AASIYA TOWNSELL
Editor In Chief
Ever Fall inLove," by Shai
Walking out on the field
you were surrounded by smil-
ing Aggies who were dancing,
laughing, talking amongst each
other and eating cookout food
provided by Williams Cafete-
ria.
Going back to last year's
welcome back event at the
Holland Bowl there weren't
nearly, as many students who
attended the cookout. There
weren't many participants and
there were no Greek steppers,
only freshmen participants.
Terrance J was not a host and
there wasn't any BET public-
ity.
That feeling of enjoyment
seemed to be mutual for all
the students who attended the
Jump Off.
"I had a really good time
and the step-show to me was
the best part," said freshmen
Afistorf Bailey, who is a crimi-
nal justice major.
All eyeswere focused onthe
band and people were cheering
and danced along with the band
members, which made it a per-
fect closing for the cookout.
The cookout was a great
welcoming back for the Ag-
gies and is just the beginning
ofwhat's to come as we go fur-
ther into the year according to
SGA.
After the talent show the
Blue & Gold Marching band
made its way down the Holland
Bowl field with their signature
Aggie Pride song.
This event was a major
improvement with the partici-
pants of the freshmen talent
show and Greek Step-show.
"I felt like the event didn't
even happen last year, com-
pared to thisyear," said sopho-
more Jessica Walker, who is a
graphic communications ma-
jor. "This year I really enjoyed
interacting with everyone in
the crowd."
planning came in handy indeed
for this year success rate, hav-
ing a record student turnout
rate and high energy from the
audience.
"Is there any particular rea-
"That's is correct, sir," said
Taheri-Azar said.
In court Tuesday, he repeat-
edly declined opportunities to
explain his motives or give a
fuller account ofhis actions.
"You don't want him to call
any witnesses on your behalf?"
Fox asked Taheri-Azar, refer-
ring to his lawyer.
For sentencingpurposes, Fox
consolidated the nine attempted
murder counts to two counts.
Taheri-Azar, a U.S. citizen
bom in Iran and a University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
graduate, claimed after the at-
tack that he was following
God in avenging the U.S. gov-
ernment's killing -of Muslims
aroundthe world.
Taheri-Azar pleaded guilty
this month to nine counts ofat-
tempted first-degree murder. As
part ofa plea bargain, prosecu-
tors dropped nine felony assault
counts.
Two ofthose injured and the
mother ofa third victimtestified
Tuesday, focusing on the emo-
tional impact ofthe crime.
"There's sort of this in-
voluntary clench in my back
when there's a car behind me,
and I can't see it," said Susan
Burgin, who suffered a bruised
elbow and neck spasms after
she dodged the Jeep driven by
Taheri-Azar.
Taheri-Azar declined to
speak in court. Against his cli-
ent's wishes,his attorney, James
Williams, madeabriefargument
for a lesser sentence ofabout 20
years. The judge dismissed it.
"One of the things our gov-
ernmentwon't tolerate _ and af-
ter 9-11 our citizens won't toler-
ate _ is trying to use Americans
as punching bags or targets for
terrorist acts or mindless acts,"
Fox said
Orange Superior Court Judge
Carl Fox ordered a prison term
of 26 years and two months to
33 years for Mohammed Taheri-
Azar, 25, for the 2006 attack at
ThePit, a gathering spot outside
the student union.
HILLSBOROUGH — A man who
drove a rented sport utility ve-
hicle into a lunchtime crowd on
the University of North Caro-
lina-Chapel Hill campus was
sentenced Tuesday to up to 33
years in prison.
As for this year, there was
more publicity on the event,
with help from BET and many
others.
For SGA members, proper
The new freshmen showed
off their talent by stretching
out their vocals, showing off
dancing skills and sharing po-
etic words with the crowd.
The winner ofthe freshmen
talent show was singing group
"VERSE" which was made
up of four guys Phillip Jones,
Chris Andrews, Marquel Wil-
liams and Tyler Hudson. The
group covered the song "If I
The successful cookoutcon-
tained a freshman talent show
and a Greek life step show for
the exhibition.
It's already been a week of
school and the Aggies already
filled up Holland Bowl with a
record showing of 5,000 stu-
dents from the "Aggie Pride
Jump Off," hosted by 106 N
Park's Terrance J and SGA
President, Marcus Bass.
"Everything worked like
clock work because of proper
planning," said SGA President
Marcus Bass. "This will not
be a typical year for SGA and
Friday was proof."
The A&T Register | ncatregister.com | Wednesday, August 27,2008
Texting and driving could spell disaster
CHRISTIN HOPE
Contributor
CONTRIBUTEDPHOTO
Caroline Lind, pictured hereduring arowing competition, won a gold medal at the2008 Beijing Olympics, along with therest ofTeam USA's Women's Crew
team. Caroline isthe daughter of A&Tprofessor MaryLind.
A&T business professor is mother of
2008 Beijing Olympic gold medalist
OLYMPIC MOM From page 1
When the police investigated
the scene they came to the con-
clusion that the driver had lost
control of the wheel while us-
ing her phone, more than likely
sending a text message.
Driving while texting has
become a major issue within
our society. Death rates have
increased due to texting and
driving which is causing law of-
ficials to make a change to this
phenomenon.
Dance instructor, Melanie
Dalton, agreed that texting while
driving can be very dangerous.
When she was told about the
Virginia proposal she said, "Of-
ficers could end up spending
unnecessary time looking for
drivers who are texting, caus-
ing them to make unnecessary
charges instead ofbeing focused
on other important things".
Textingwhile drivinghas also
caused many deaths throughout
the years. In 2005 in Colorado
a teenager was texting while
driving when he hit and killed
a bicyclist when not looking at
the road. Also in June 2007 five
high school cheerleaders were
killed in a motor vehicle acci-
dent in New York.
ing has become a major issue.
Eventually lawmakers in sev-
eral states will start taking ac-
tion on banning all cell phone
usage while driving because of
the distraction.
She said, "I do text while I
am driving but I am a very avid
driverand have not been in any
accidents because oftexting".
Quinn argued that Larian, too,
personally gained nearly $800
million in stock value and dis-
tributions flowing from the suc-
cess ofthe dolls.
girls 7 to 12.The highly stylized
fashion dolls have oversized
feet, heads and hands, curling
lashes and huge, almond-shaped
eyes daubed with exotic-colored
eyeshadow.
After their introduction in
2001, the Bratz line exploded in
popularity among "tweens" —
Sales of Barbie have slid
since Bratz's Yasmin, Cloe, Jade
and Sasha came on the scene.
Domestic sales of Barbie were
down 15 percent in 2007 and
12percent in the first quarter of
2008, while international sales
increased 6 percent in 2008 as
opposed to 12 percent the previ-
ous year.
Bryant, the Bratz designer,
settled with Mattel on the eve
oftrial.
The terms of the settlement
have not been madepublic.
from Bryant's drawings — or
from all the subsequent Bratz
dolls and related products.
The four original dolls made
just$4million in profittheirfirst
year and comprised only 2.5
percent of MGA's entire Bratz
revenue, said Raoul Kennedy,
one of MGA's attorneys.
In the past seven years, MGA
has built the popular brand to
include more than 40 characters
and expanded it with spin-offs
such as Bratz Babyz, Bratz Petz,
Bratz Boyz and items like hel-
mets, backpacks and bedsheets.
Quinn said MGA owed Mat-
tel for the entire Bratz empire,
amounting to at least $1 billion
in Bratz profits and interest.
"Weare thrilled that this jury
sent a strong message that they
want these companies to com-
pete in the marketplace and not
the courtroom," Nolan said.
The amount of damag-
es turned on the question of
whether jurors believed MGA
should only be held responsible
for profits derived from the first
four Bratz dolls — which came
MGA attorney Thomas No-
lan said the jury had awarded
just 2 percent of the damages
Mattel had sought.
"This jury found there was
no guilt," MGA's CEO Larian
said.
MGA hailed Tuesday's deci-
sion as vindication in the long-
running case.
$800 million for his complicity.
MGA attorneys countered
that the jury should award Mat-
tel as little as $30 million be-
cause the company had built
the doll line's value with smart
additions, branding and packag-
ing.
In his closing arguments,
Mattel attorney John Quinn said
MGA owed Mattel at least $1
billion inBratz profits andinter-
est, while MGA chief executive
Isaac Larian aided in the breach
of contract and owed nearly
The same jury that decided
the damages phase concluded
last month that Bratz designer
Carter Bryant came up with the
Bratz concept while working at
Mattel.
Damages were awarded for
contract interference and copy-
right infringement. No punitive
damages were ordered against
MGA.
RIVERSIDE, Calif. — A fed-
eral jury awarded Mattel Inc.
$40 million in damages on
Tuesday in a federal copyright
lawsuit that pitted the house
of Barbie against MGA Enter-
tainment Inc., the maker of the
saucy Bratz dolls.
U.S. dispatches ship to port city
Russians begin pull out
Forces move out, but still occupy some locations inside Georgia.
Poti Chkhorotsku Gori
Two positions outside Russians Russian forces withdraw
Georgia's main port construct from town; checkpoints
held by Russian make-shift remain on road.forces outpost to South Ossetia
■Abkhazia
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Zimbabwe's
president
heckled
Angering Russia, the United
States sent the missile destroyer
USS McFaul to the southern
Georgian port of Batumi, well
away from the conflict zone, to
deliver 34 tons ofhumanitarian
aid on Sunday.
said much of the port's infra-
structure —radar, Coast Guard
ships, other equipment — was
destroyed by the Russians.
Embassy spokesman Stephen
Guice did not give details on
which ship would aim to enter
Poti, but it appeared likely the
smaller Coast Guard ship would
aim to dock, with the McFaul
possibly remaining on guard at
sea.
The U.S. Coast Guard cutter
Dallas was headed for Georgia
with a shipment ofaid.
The McFaul left Batumi on
Tuesday, but would remain in
the Black Sea area, said Com-
mander Scott Miller, a spokes-
man for the U.S. Navy's 6th
Fleet in Naples, Italy.
Tuesday's tension may
be a glimpse into a future
of bitter debates and close
votes once parliament gets
down to work in October.
The jeers occasionally
drowned out his 30-minute
speech that was broadcast
live on national televi-
sion. Mugabe had to raise
his voice and, looking an-
noyed, raced through the
final lines.
Mugabe arrived in an
open-topped vintage Rolls
Royce escorted by mounted
police wearing pith helmets
and carrying lances.
Legislators from the
Movement for Democratic
Change, who wrested con-
trol of the house from him
for the first time since inde-
pendence in 1980, refused
to stand when Mugabe en-
tered, and shouted his party
"is rotten!"
HARARE, Zimbabwe —
Zimbabwe's opposition
heckled Robert Mugabe in
an unprecedented show of
defiance whenthe president
opened parliament Tuesday
with traditional pomp and
his familiar denunciations
ofthe West.
"This aid could be bought at
any flea market," he added.
"We are worried" about aid
being delivered on warships,
Col. Gen. Anatoly Nogovitsyn
said. "This is devilish."
While he did not link it with
the U.S. ships, Nogovitsyn said
a unit of Russian naval ships
was off Sukhumi — the capital
of another separatist Georgian
region, Abkhazia, on the Black
Sea north ofPoti.
In Moscow, the deputy head
ofthe Russian military's general
stafflashed out at theU.S. naval
operation.
"We can confirm that U.S.
ship-bome humanitarian aid
will be delivered to Poti tomor-
row," Guice said.
Secretary of State Condo-
leezza Rice says the decision to
recognize the independence of
two breakaway regions inGeor-
gia is "extremely unfortunate."
She said the U.S. regards
Abkhazia and South Ossetia
as "part of the internationally
recognized borders of Geor-
gia"and will use its veto power
in the U.N. Security Council
"This is not an easy choice
but this is the only chance to
save people's lives," Medve-
dev said Tuesday in a televised
address a day after Russia's
Kremlin-controlled parliament
voted unanimously to support
the diplomaticrecognition.
Western criticism came al-
most immediately.
In response, Russian tanks
and troops drove deep into the
U.S. ally's territory in afive-day
war thatMoscow saw as a justi-
fied response to a militarythreat
in its backyard and the West
viewed as a repeat of Soviet-
style intervention in its vassal
states.
Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev said Georgia forced
Russia's hand by launching an
attack targeting South Ossetia
on Aug. 7 in an apparent bid to
seize control of the breakaway
region,
MOSCOW — Russia formallyrecognized the breakaway Geor-
gian territories at the heart ofits
war with Georgia on Tuesday,
heightening tensions with the
West as the United States dis-
patched a military ship bearing
aid to a port city still patrolled
by Russian troops.
Britain, Germany and France
also criticized the decision.
Russian forces have staked
out positions beyond the de-
facto borders of the separatist
regions ofAbkhazia and South
Ossetia. The two territories have
effectively ruled themselves fol-
lowing wars inthe 1990s.
While Western nations have
called the Russian militarypres-
ence in Poti a clear violation of
an EU-brokered cease-fire, a
top Russian general countered
Tuesday that using warships to
deliver aid was "devilish.". "The heightened activity of
NATO ships in the Black Sea
perplexes us," Col. Gen. Ana-
toly Nogovitsyn said in Mos-
cow. The United States says its
ships are carrying humanitar-
to block any Russian attempt
change their status.
An APcameraman was treat-
ed roughly by Russian troops
Sunday when he tried to film
Russian movements around
Poti. Other AP journalists have
reported on Russian looting in
the city. Georgian officials have
ian aid but suspicion persists in
Russia that they are delivering
military materiel clandestinely.
Many of the Russian forces
have pulled back from their po-
sitions in Georgia, but hundreds
at least are estimated to still be
manning checkpoints that Rus-
sia calls "security zones."
Two of those checkpoints
are near the edge ofPoti, one of
Georgia's most important Black
Sea ports — one by a bridge
that provides the only access
to Poti. The Russian military is
also claiming the right to patrol
in the city.
1 didn't want to die/arrested teen says
Clinton paid an advance
visit to the convention hall in
late morning with her daugh-
ter, Chelsea. While her ap-
pearance was the main event
ofthe night, it was far from
the role she envisioned more
than a year ago when she
launched her bid to become
the first female commander
in chief. She was the prohibi-
tive front-runner then, but
soon found herself in arivet-
ing struggle with Obamathat
she could not win.
Obama campaigned in
Missouri on Tuesday as he
slowly made his way toward
the convention city. Speak-
ing to airline workers in a
giant hangar, he accused the
Bush administration of fail-
ing to enforce health and
safety laws and said Mc-
Cain "doesn't get it" when
it comes to the concerns of
blue collar workers.
The 47-year-old Illinois
senator formally receives the
nomination on Wednesday in
aroll call that will also give
Clinton's supporters achance
to cast votes for her.
Obama delivers his ac-
ceptance speech Thursday
night at a football stadium.
An estimated 75,000 tickets
have been distributed for the
event, meant to stir compari-
sons with John F. Kennedy's
appearance at the Los Ange-
les Coliseum in 1960.
close
The Republican National
Convention meets in St.
Paul, Minn, next week to
nominate McCain and his
still-unnamed running mate.
That will set the stage for a
final sprint to Election Day
in a race that is remarkably
DENVER(AP)— Formerfirst
lady Hillary Rodham Clinton
closed out her history-mak-
ing 2008 quest for the White
House on Tuesday with a
prime-time appearance at the
Democratic National Con-
vention, while party leaders
were caught up in curious
debate about the wisdom of
assailing Republican John
McCain from the podium.
Despite lingering unhap-
piness among some delegates
nursing grievances over
Clinton's loss, party chair-
man Howard Dean declared
the convention determined
to make Barack Obama the
nation's first black president.
"There is not a unity prob-
lem. If anyone doubts that,
waittillyou seeHillary Clin-
ton's speech," he said.
Former Virginia Gov.
Mark Warner was tapped to
deliver the keynote address
on the convention's second
night. It was the same assign-
ment that Obama — then an
Illinois state lawmaker run-
ning for the Senate — used
four years ago to launch his
astonishing ascent in nation-
al politics.
Get free
publicity for
your campi
events!
events®
ncatregister.com
A day later, Rania seemed
in a daze as she spoke about
the people who put her up to
it: the relatives who forced her
to don the vest and apparent-
ly drugged her, her husband,
whom police accuse ofbeing a
member ofthe groupal-Qaida
in Iraq, and her mother, who
seemed to play a central role
The policeman chained
her to the bars of a window,
stripped off her dress, found
the vest and deactivated the
bomb. Had he not intervened,
Rania would have been this
year's 31st suicide bomber in
Iraq.
BAQOUBA, Iraq — The15-year-old girl had the
chubby cheeks of a child who
hadn't lost her baby fat when
she was arrested Sunday by an
alert policeman. Around her
chest was a vest packed with
explosives.
She said in an interview
Monday with McClatchy
Newspapers that she didn't
know that the wired vest was
a bomb. But she also said she
was suspicious from the mo-
ment her husband's female
cousins told her to wear it.
The police would not pro-
vide her full name, nor would
she in theirpresence.
Rania has rheumatism. She
said her cousins told her that
the vest would help her back.
"I asked, 'Is it explosive?'
and they said 'No,'" she said,
her hair and body cloaked
in the long, black abaya that
many Muslim women wear
to cover themselves. "I asked,
'What are these wires?' They
. Sitting in the office of the
Ministry ofthe Interior, Rania
narrated a tale that at times
was wrenching, at times high-
ly improbable.
in turning Rania into a human
bomb but whom she looked to
as arescuer.
"He didn't know I was go-
ing out," the girl echoed.
Rania looked down and
placed her head in her hands.
She had spent all day being
questioned by Iraqi forces and
coalition forces. "I didn't want
to explode," she said. "I didn't
want to die."
Rania said that she and her
family had discovered recently
that her husband was with al-
Qaida in Iraq, which isthought
to be behind most of the car
bombs and suicide bombings
directed at civilians.
"He didn't know she was
going out," hermother quickly
corrected.
"I didn't know, but in the
last few days I learned that he
was," she said. She said she
didn't know whether her hus-
band had planned for her to
die that day. But she insisted
that he cared for her.
onRania, her mother said. The
man wasn't there when police
went to her home.
By Salman's account, Ra-
nia's husband needed money
for fertility treatments and
planned to borrow it from the
same cousins who put the vest
Their story has varied with
each telling, according to po-
lice. One day after telling the
police that she had no idea
who the women were who
put the vest on her, Rania told
McClatchy that they were her
husband's cousins.
According to her mother,
Bassaad Salman, who sat with
Rania and coached her dur-
ing the interview, Shiite Mus-
lim militias had displaced the
Sunni Muslim family. Salman
said that Shiite militias had
kidnapped Rania's father.
Police said, however, that
the single mother of five was
an "emira," a princess or lead-
er in al-Qaida in Iraq. She said
that she had no connection to
the group.
married at 14. She can barely
read or write.
As she told her story in
Khalaf's presence, she looked
bewildered. Rania, a child
bride, is from a poor family in
the capital ofDiyala province,
north of Baghdad. She quit
school in the fifth grade and
told me itwon't explode. They
said, 'Don't touch anything.
Don't play with the wires, and
it will not explode.'"
By Rania's account, the
older women gave her peach
juice, which made her dizzy,
and they walked her halfway
to the square. For three hours,
she said, she wandered side
streets trying to find her moth-
er to give the vest to her be-
cause she didn'tknow what to
do, before police detained her.
According to Brig. Gen.
Abdel Kareem Khalaf of the
Interior Ministry, who ar-
ranged the interview, the vest
had a yellow detonator but-
ton, covered with duct tape,
but Rania said that she didn't
know it was there.
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Obama is to give
his acceptance
speech Thursday
Federal jurorsawarded Mattel, themaker ofBarbie, $40billion in damages in a copyright suit
against MGAEntertainment, the makerofBratz.
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For some, the impor-
tance of popularity kind
of wears off after they've
been here for a while.
Once you've made your
appearance and most peo-
ple know your name (or
are on your Facebook and
MySpace friends list) is
it really that important to
continue to go all out?
Most of the people who
put a lot of work, time and
money into looking cool
are freshmen or people
who feel like they have
to maintain the image that
they came in with.
Autumn Christmas, a
junior food science major
from Raleigh said, "Today
Junior electrical en-
gineering major from
the Bronx, NY, Rahiem
Just in case the cus-
tom shoes, fresh fitted or
designer jeans are paft of
your natural style, it helps
to have connections.
Most people really don't
spend what they claim to;
what they're wearing may
cost a lot but everybody
knows somebody who
knows somebody who has
the hook up or just knows
how to shop.
Self image is only part
the battle. One must be
confident enough in what
they already do in order to
truly stand out.
Baskett and many oth-
ers call it their "swagger."
That one thing that you
have that can't be bought
in any store...that's your
swagger.
dress nor my car, but sim-
ply the way I carry my-
self," said junior mechani-
cal engineering student,
Quinn Anthony Baskett,
from Raleigh.
What seems to matter
most however, is what's on
the inside that makes a per-
son stand out. Yea, we've
all got something planned
for our refund checks (if
and when we get one), but
it's not always spent buy-
ing the latest accessories.
I spoke to several A&T
students and asked them
how far they go to look
cool and make an impres-
sion. Many of them stated
that it's not so much about
spending a lot of money as
it is being yourself.
"People tell me I'm dif-
ferent all the time, but it's
definitely not the way I
"Stuntin' is habit, get
like me..." The price to
be cool...is it even that
serious? To many A&T
students, no it's not. Of
course everybody's seen
the "tricked out" cars, the
way too loud clothes and
jewelry, etc, etc.
Those five little rules are not
that little when you think about
it. They are kinda big. It is our
job to grow as individuals and
truly into the "grown" we claim
ourselves as. Have fun and do
what you came to do. See Num-
ber 1.
Ifyoutake a sipofsomething
and it threatens to come back
up, your body is telling you to
sit down. Listen to your body,
and live by your limits. Oh, and
always remember, 18to dip- 21
to sip.
4) Don't be afraid to ask for
help. Most of the people that
work here are for your service
and actually do care about the
students. It's also hard to come
to work'every day dealing with
students and not get attached.
These people are serious
about their business and they
don't want you to have a bad
day. If you ask for help, I feel
thatmany ofthemreally try and
help you. But you have to be
ready to hear their answers.
5) If parties don't move you,
don't go to them. If you like to
party, then rock out. Ifyou like
to rock out, I have but one sug-
gestion,
Wisdom comes from experi-
ence. You'll never gainwisdom
if you are too scared to experi-
ence anything. "Do hope. Not
Dope." (A&T alumni, Jessie
Jackson.)
Those two things, and a tril-
lion other things, are going to
happen at some point through
the universal college experi-
ence.
3) Put yourself out there
enough that you could get your
feelings hurt. Everything from
broken hearts to even sitting on
the curb infront ofa club at 3:30
in the morning wearing only
a pair of boxers and one sock,
spitting blood into the gutter
because you got drunk, belliger-
ent, stomped, and subsequently
started throwing up.
2) If you have a professor
that you think is being a jerk,
remember two things: you have
probably been a jerkby accident
before so cut your professor
some slack and if you want to
tell the professor he/she is being
a jerk, there are repercussions.
Your professor could be cool
with it, or you could have very
figuratively shot yourself in the
foot. Don't get me wrong, do
what you do, but make sure you
don't forget the primary reason
that you are here. See Number
1 abbve.
1) Be a good student. That
means go to class and do your
work. No one really wants to
be the cool guy that never came
back after summer break. You
came to college to be a student,
first and foremost.
Last week in the paper, we
ran an informative story about
habits that would be good for
your average freshman to pick
up. If you pick these skills up,
you will be successful at being
a student at A&T so, I've com-
piledmy own list ofthings to do
as a freshman.
Contributor
LAPORSH A LOWRY
Running low on good energy ideas
Miami Herald
Hip Hop vs. Obama That's just a generallife lesson. The one thing
that did bother me about
this situation was the peo-
ple who were complaining
about the mistreatment.
Many of the students
who were crying about
people changing weren't
the most approachable
or friendly people them-
Within this first week
of classes, I have already
heard people complaining
about people changing
from previous years. On a
college campus you learn
about people and their
true colors while on a col-
lege campus.
While you judge their
worth at that present time
with your attitude, you don't
know if they might be the
same person you have to
run to in the future. If you
can't learn to respect people,
then you should expect to be
been one of the people in
that crowd being rude to
people, not speaking because
you looked down on them, or
bringing all the wrong atti-
tudes into a situation.
Just like you made your
decisions to behave in such
a way, everyone else on the
other side of the circum-
stances made changes in re-
sponse to your behavior.
You can't expect people
to keep speaking and smiling
in your face if you can't even
be respectful.
Last year, you may have
. You would get blank
looks, frowns, or just straight
up ignored. Even worse, I
can remember trying to work
with some of these people
or even just watching them
work with others thinking,
"That is a really ugly atti-
tude to have with someone."
Honestly, after hearing
the complaints about their
present mistreatments all I
could think about was the
old saying, "You have to
give respect to get respect."
A lot of people still do not
understand the seriousness
in that quote.
selves. Personally, I remem-
ber many of them acting so
stuck up. Justtrying to speak
to them was like talking to a
brick wall.
Take responsibility for
your actions and be respect-
ful at all times, because it
will have a stronger affect
on the things you plan to do
later.
I believe that you should
always treat people as you
would want to be treated, be-
cause you never know what
role you may play in their
lives or what role they may
end up playing in yours.
So think about that person
you didn't speak to because
it wasn't your look to be
around them, because others
may turn around and say the
same aboi
pushed out of the picture.
Why should anyone have to
put up with your nonsense
when all you have to do is
show respect?
Of more concern to
Florida, however, is the pres-
sure to lift the moratorium on
drilling in the eastern Gulf of
Mexico. This is unlikely to
have any practical effect on
gasoline prices, but the issue
is resonating with voters and
being pushed by Sen. McCain
and his GOP allies in Con-
This would have promoted
the illusion of cheaper energy
and encouraged more driv-
ing, exactly what isn't need-
ed. Sen. Barack Obama was
smart to reject this gimmick,
but now he has come up with
his own. gimmick _ tapping
into the strategic petroleum
ous proposal for a gasoline-
tax holiday.
Given the record $11.7
billion in quarterly profits re-
ported by Exxon Mobil last
month, the temptation for a
"windfall profits" tax will be
great.Instead,why notprovide
incentives to develop new
sources ofrenewable energy?
Of the five largest U.S. oil
companies, Exxon spent just
one percent of its $41 billion
in profits last year on alterna-
tive energy sources, and none
of the others did much better.
Over the long run, this would
be more helpful to consumers
than a one-shot taxrebate.
Another part of Sen
go thrifty driving habits
Obama's energy plan sure to
find support in,Congress is a
move to impose a surtax on
oil companies' net profit and
use the revenue for a tax re-
bate to low- and middle-in-
come families
gress
Sadly, Obama seems, in-
clined to give in, though he
knows better, in order to take
the issue off the table for
the rest of the campaign. At
the least, any legislation ap-
proved by Congress should
give Florida a chance to opt
out of this unwise project.
Real leadership by lawmak-
ers would emphasize that the
problem is our addiction to
oil, not a lack of drilling off
our shores
reserve
This has been tried before,
most recently by President
Bush after Hurricane Katrina.
It produced a temporary de-
crease in the price of oil, but
not enough to justify tapping
into the national reserve.
Today, prices already are
inching down due to
ing practices by drivers. An
artificial, short-lived cut in
the price at the pump would
do more harm thaft\good by
encouraging the 1public to for-
A few months ago, let us
recall, Sen. John McCain and
Sen. Hillary Clinton, still in
the primary race, were among
those who supported a fatu-
The return of Congress
next month, just as the fall
election campaign pushes
into overdrive, does not au-
gur well for the passage ofef-
fective legislation on an issue
at the top of the agenda for
many voters oil prices.
The tendency to do the
popular thing instead of the
right thing will be intense,
as we have already seen in
the proposals of the lead-
ing presidential candidates.
The risk is greatest for states
like Florida, whose attractive
beaches may be sacrificed for
little or no gain.
He is bringing about ideas
or change and progress that
other politicians and can-
didates for office have not
in the past. He has inspired
millions of young adults to
be involved and make a dif-
ference, primarily college
students who are a group
that most politicians take for
granted.
If you do vote for him, let
it be because you think he is
the best candidate.
He is going to need the
votes of those middle-class
citizens and other voting de-
mographics that may not pre-
fer hip-hop music.
She has to cater to the
majority of the audience
that watches her show, just
as Obama has to appeal to
more than just the hip-hop
community and black folks
in general
However, the biggest
reason for this is that Oprah
Winfrey appeals to a broader
audience that may not be in-
terested in hip-hop as much
as a Tyra Banks or Wendy
Williams.
Even though Reverend
Wright was his personal ad-
visor and Obama even stood
up for him after his com-
ments, he was still forced to
distance himself because he
just would not shutup.
The reason for Obama's
apparent distance could be
mostly compared to that of
Oprah Winfrey. In the past,
rappers such as 50 Cent have
said that she is out of touch
with the hip-hop community
and hardly has hip-hop art-
ists on her show.
Remember whathappened
when Jeremiah Wright's ser-
mon surfaced when he criti-
cized the government and
America based on the events
of slavery and racism? Po-
litical commentators played
the clips every hour on the
hour and Barack Obama was
criticized for it because of.
his close relationship with
Wright, who was his pastor
for 20 years.
comments about the country,
his rivals or even the current
president.
The magnitude of this elec-
tion is at a level that our gen-
eration has never experienced
before. We cannot make this
man's task harder than it al-
ready is by making negative
In fact, he has a fifty-percent
chance to actually reach the
White House.
However, we have to remem-
ber (as black people) that we are
just a small part ofthe equation
and he not only has win over
black voters, he has to reach
overracial, social, and religious
lines to get the votes of those
who are unsure about electing a
black president, no matter how
wise or how insightful he is.
He is the very first serious
African-American candidate for
the presidency.
It is great to see that the hip-
hop community is showing that
they are getting involved and
are aware of what is going on
politically.
First off, let's get one thing
straight; Barack Obama is run-
ning for President of the Unit-
ed States, not the President of
Hip-Hop. This means that he
will need a lot more support
and votes than from the hip-hop
community.
Some hip-hop supporters are
outraged that Obama feels em-
barrassed by the comments and
has openly criticized Ludacris,
who he actually met in his Chi-
cago office.
However, some in the hip-
hop community believe that
Obama is turning his back on
some of his biggest support-
ers. After Ludacris' comments
on the song "Politics As Usu-
al" portrayed Hillary Clinton
and John McCain negatively,
Obama was forced to criticize
Luda and distance himself from
the song.
The hip-hop community has
become one of Barack Obama's
most vocal support groups.
Many rappers such as LL Cool
J and Jay-Z have voiced their
support for Obama and some
have even made tracks to pro-
mote the Democratic presiden-
tial nominee (i.e. Nas' "Black
President").
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Too much 'cool' could leave you brokeFreshmenbe aware part 2
STACEY BAILEY
StaffWriter
ANJAN BASU
Copy Desk Chief
You have to give respect to get it
ASHLEY REID
Register Reporter
"You can be better being
yourself instead of imitat-
ing other people because
you'll have your own
identity instead of walking
around committing iden-
tity theft." In essence, true
coolness is priceless.
"Just be yourself with-
out trying to imitate ev-
erybody," said junior ani-
mal science major from
Atlantic City, N.J. Lamar
Pilgrim.
The main thing is to just
be you. In the long run,
doing what everybody else
is doing...makes you like
everybody else.
when I left my room, I had
on sweat pants and some t-
shirt. I walked across this
whole campus and did not
care that everybody had
on their new clothes." She
added by stating, "I've
been here too long, I'm
21 years old, and popular-
ity means nothing to me
now."
Klugh, has just that. "I
got connects for clothes,
like I know people with
clothing lines and stuff so
all the new fashion that
comes out, I get it first,"
he said. Klugh also points
out keeping up with what
comes out online, which
provides cheaper prices
and some things that can't
be found in stores.
After a successful festival
and closed scrimmage last Sat-
urday, the A&T football team is
ready to display the offense and
defense that has been undercov-
er since early April.
The Aggies season opener
launches against Johnson C.
Smith at 6 p.m. in Aggie Sta-
dium
Offense
Quarterbacks
Running Backs
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • REGISTER
QUARTERBACKS: (LEFT) CarltonFears, Shelton Morgan, and Herbert Millerrecite A&T's new motivational creed atAggie Fun Football Fest onSaturday.
Thornton was a second-team
pre-season pick this year lead-
ing the team with 82 tackles.
The Aggie reduced their
yards per play from 7.0 in 2006
to 5.9 last year, and hope Thorn-
ton, returning starter Junior Ja-
mison Hedgepeth (6-3,224 Fort
Washington, MD.) and Senior
leader Timothy Shropshire (6-1,
233, Fayetteville, N.C.) can de-
crease that stat again.
Hedgepeth and Shropshire
finished with 36 and 32 tackles
respectively.
Junior Andre Thornton
(6-3, 233, Charlotte, N.C.) is a
product of Independence High
School and still in search ofhis
first collegiate win, after never
tasting defeat during his high
school career.
WideReceivers/Tight Ends
game inApril
Defensive Backs
This tragedy opened the door
for five new offensive lineman
who hope to see time this sea-
son in their first year.
The emotional loss ofthree-
year letterman Chad Wiley, who
died during off-season workouts
left a major gap on the line.
A tribute to the former Ag-
gie is expected to occur before
the game in a moment ofsilence
recognition.
With the run blocking prov-
ing itself effective last season
helping Ferguson eclipse 1,000,
this could be the difference in
the Aggies success for 2008.
The highest concern formany
fans this season is ifthe offense
can showcase a balanced attack
offensively, which is anchored
by this unit.
A&T fans have witnessed
inconsistency at the offensive
line; more particularly the pass
blocking.
The past two seasons has
been plagued with this portion
ofthe offense.
"I already see the growth in
our quarterbacks," said Fobbs.
"I think you're going to see
them manage the gamebetter."
Fobbs also brought in junior
college transfer Carlton Fears
from Georgia Military Institute
as an addition to the two start-
season
He is also credited with de-
veloping former Alcom State
quarterback Donald Carrie,
who finished second in all time
passing yards behind NFLMVP
Steve McNair.
Defensive Line
Defense
"I think he is going to bring a
lot ofleadership qualities," said
Fobbs. "He is a heady kid with
good size, athleticism and his
biggest strength is that he can
make plays.
His teammates and fans refer
to him as "906," but too many
who do not keep up with Aggie
football will not understand the
nickname.
McKenzie e rs his first
season at A&T ter spending
seven seasons Mcorn State
establishing c the better
rushing offer ihe South-
western Atht brence.
His off >ve been
known to av >re than 30
points and 400 \.irds per game,
which could sei ve extremely
beneficial for an offense that av-
eraged 14.7points per gamelast
Miller is top of the depth
chart to open the year, but fans
should not be surprised to see
newly acquired 'ffensive coor-
dinator John Mc enziemixand
match the two !"(• throw off op-
ponents.
Redshirt Junior Herb Miller
(6-2,200, Winston-Salem, N.C.)
and Sophomore Shelton Mor-
gan (6-1, 200, 'izabeth City,
N.C.) were a s d dual threat
behind the snap tst season, and
Aggie fans should expect to see
a combination of both some this
season as well.
Ferguson was the onlyAggie
to earnall MEAC honors on one
of the two teams last season,
and was only the fifth Aggie to
record 1,000yards in a season.
He had six carries for over
35 yards or more, and was one
of four players named to the
MEAC preseason second team.
"I wish I had 20 more like
him," said N.C. A&T head
coach Lee Fobbs. "I've said
since I got here, he has all the
tools ofa great running back.
Also expected to see time in
the backfield is Nigel Tomlin
who had an impressive spring
Breaking the record is the
last thing on Ferguson's mind.
(5-11, 195, Durham, N.C.)
"Winning a game, without
a question is all I'm concerned
about and my teammates", said
Ferguson.
The number is in reference
to senior Michael Ferguson
who adopted it after rushing
for 1,906 yards last season, and
now only 906 yards away from
the record.
He amassed his total yards
Junior Giorgio Lowrance
(6-4, 203, Rutherfordton, N.C,)
is also expected back in action
after a solid 5 receptions for 66
yards last season, but proved to
possibly mm out as an excep-
tional target this year in last Sat-
urday's scrimmage
The leading wide receiver
returning this season is Se-
nior Chaz Dawson (5-9, 170,
Fayetteville, N.C.) who fin-
ished third in receptions with
12 catches for 149 yards and a
touchdown.
Last season fans witnessed
walk-ons Curtis Walls and Mi-
chael Caldwell lead the team in
receptions while both compiled
over 400 yards each and totaled
six touchdowns.
This could be a tough hole to
fill with the two leading receiv-
ers from last year not here due
to graduation.
Senior Tyree Glasper (6-3,
Odums is known in the busi-
ness as an aggressive run to the
ball coach, which is something
A&T hopes to improve on this
year especially at the defensive
line.
Afterthe departure offormer
defensive coordinator Dem-
etrius Adams, Fobbs decided
to replace him with a younger
more energetic coach in Tay-
rone Odums, who spent the pre-
vious three seasons at Bethune-
Cookman.
Senior hard hitting defensive
back Brandon Colbert (6-2,185,
Fayetteville, N.C.) returns to
action after a tremendous 2007
season where he led the team in
interceptions with2 and finished
second in tackles at 63.
Colbert also earned all
MEAC preseason honors after
earning his power hitting repu-
tation with several hits behind
the line ofscrimmage.
The secondary allowed 2,026
passing yards which was a sig-
nificant improvement to 2006.
Also returning defensive
backs include Seniors Marques
Ruffin (6-2, 193, Fayetteville
N.C), Brandon Croley (5-11,
205 Jacksonville, FL.), and Ih-
san Shaheed (5-10, 177, Oak-
land California) who collected
127 tackles together.
Brown ready to restore tradition
Sports Editor
DANIEL HENDERSON
o n
Welcome Aggies!!!
Looking for a salon to manage yourhair care and skin care needs?
We are the salon for you!
Jade& Co is a premier multi-cultural salon that caters to all hair types. From coarse to
fine, natural to relaxed!
Hereturned to his alma mater
at the same position in '02.
"It is always an honor to
come back and serve your alma
mater in any capacity," said
Brown. "To be named athletics
director is a little more special
because I am a product ofNorth
Carolina A&T athletics. I really
want to build our future on the
strong traditions ofthe past."
Brown was the only candi-
date from an HBCU.
"We had an outstanding pool
ofhighly qualified candidates,"
said Chancellor Stanley F. Bat-
tle.
tor appointment at Bowie State
University in 2001.
He was inducted into A&T's
athletic hall offame in 2003, af-
The physical education alum
was an Aggie football player
who also assumed the associ-
ate athletic director for internal
affairs role for five years before
being promoted.
"We have to restore the at-
titude in our student-athletes
that onCe you become an Aggie,
you've become something spe-
cial," said Brown, aAggie alum
who was named A&T's athletic
director for the 2008-09 school
year on August 11.
After serving as interim ath-
letic director in2007-08, Wheel-
er Brown is looking forward to
building A&T sports back into a
traditional powerhouse like past
seasons
"However, Mr. Brown brings
tremendous energy, experience
and leadership to the position.
He is an alumnus ofthe univer-
sity and the appropriate person
for the job at this time."
Eventually he accepted the
role as head men's basketball
coach at Howard Community
College in Columbia, Md.,
where his record was 191-110.
In 1996, he was associate
director experience at Wheel-
ing Jesuit University which led
to his associate athletic direc-
Brown was also a part ofthe
first championship team in 1975.
"It wasn't called Aggie Pride
back then, but you had people
on campus ready to preach to
you about the importance ofbe-
ing anAggie," said Brown.
The road to athletic director
began after graduation in 1979
at CL Harper High School in
Atlanta where Brown was a
teacher and coach.
terhis successful years as an of-
fensive tackle for the Blue and
Gold that earned him all MEAC
honors in 1978.
USA Men's Basketball dominates Olympics
Contributor
LAP0RSHA L0WRY
Carol's Daughter Retail Location
*Hi-Lites.. .Consultation Given
*Semi-Permanent w/ Service...$ 10 and up
*Demi-Permanent w/ Service...SI5 and up
**New** Color Shots (5 foils)...$30 and up
Designer Cuts.. .$25 and up
Conditioning Treatments Available
(For the full menu of service, check outour website)
College Discounts - Tuesday & Wednesday
Waxing Wednesdays - Discount on all waxing services
Brows...$12
Underarm...$20
Paraffin Treatments...$ 15
Lash Tinting...$15 and up
Brow Tinting. ..$15 and up
Shampoo/Style... $37 and up
Relaxers...$$55 and up
Virgin Relaxer...$70 and up
Partial Relaxer (back and sides). . .$15
Up Do/Specialty Styles...$40 and up
Ceramic Phusion...$4() and up
One Process Color...$55 and up
** *Extras In Addition to Stvle** *Afteryears ofOlympic gold,
with teams led by legends such
as Michael Jordan and Magic
Johnson, the bronze medal that
received that year was like a
slap in the face of the teams
that even they looked up to in
1992, and weakened America's
legacy as the world's best when
it comes to basketball.
The United States' image
as the world's best team was
shattered as other international
teams showed that they "have
game"as well.
was the first time a US Olympic
team that had NBA players on
the roster had lost the gold med-
al since they began participating
in 1992.
After a disappointing perfor-
mance at the 2004 Olympics in
Athens, Greece, the U.S. Olym-
pic organization made a 3-year
commitment to building a team
to revive the US as a mainstay
on the gold-medal podium.
First-time Olympians Kobe
Bryant and Dwight Howard
joinedreturning players LeBron
James, Dwayne Wade, and Ja-
son Kidd and head coach Mike
Krzyzewski with the single
goal of returning to the Olym-
pic promised land, just as Jor-
dan, Bird, and Magic had led
the original "Dream Team" had
done 16years before.
Sportswriters across the
country called the performance
at the 2004 Olympics as unac-
ceptable, mainly because this
KobeBryantadded 20points,
13 in the fourth quarter, includ-
ing a key 4-point play with 3:10
remaining. Team USA's largest
lead of the game was 14, and
their lead wascut to 2 withabout
4 minutes to play. Spain kept
the game close, even though the
United States had defeated them
by 37 points in qualifying play.
The United States Men's
basketball teams, dubbed the
"Redeem Team", returned to
Olympic dominance in Bei-
jing, China with a 118-107 win
over Spain to take back the gold
medal. Dwayne Wade led the
team with 27 points, 21 ofthose
in the first half.
$ 8 I # n j y i t it m
(336) 358-2225
(Next to the Wal-Mart offCone Blvd.)
www.jadeandcosalon.com
2103 Pyramids Village Blvd.
Greensboro, NC 27405
Sports Editor
DANIEL HENDERSON
Warren was the MVP of the
3-AA state championship game
for local high school Dudley,
and father Thomas Warren is an
Aggie hall offamer.
A&T also managed to ob-
tain Torrian Warren (6-2, 176,
Greensboro, N.C), a local stand
out who followed his father's
footsteps in strapping on the
blue and gold.
last year in one game gaining
almost 200 yards and a touch-
down.
Other returning lineman in-
clude Senior Adam Beale (6-4,
235, Detroit, MI.) and Junior
Keith Holliday (6-4,235, Wash-
ington D.C.) who combined for
37 tackles last season.
274, Detroit, MI.) will serve as
the heart ofthe line this year if
he remains healthy.
The second- team preseason
nominee accumulated 33 tack-
les last season with five quarter-
back hurries, one breakup, and
two blocked kicks.
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Aggies prep for season opener
Offensive Line Linebackers
There were many changes
this off-season in the program
in different areas on the team.
are coordinators
Fobbs observed his defen-
sive coordinator leave for a Di-
vision I, program, and brought
in 4 new assistants, two which
With heavy hearts after the
loss of a teammate over the
summer (Chad Wiley), and re-
demption from the previous two
losing seasons at stake, the blue
and gold hope to combine emo-
tion and execution for a suc-
cessful 2008 season.
"Next week, it is for real,"
said head coach Lee Fobbs.
"There are no do overs. We have
to be ready to play.
pany's pure heart. Gibson
quotes a scripture out of the
Bible, Proverbs 4:23. "Above
all else, guard your heart, for it
is the wellspring of life (NIV
version)."
Certainly he and his com-
pany have already made
strides at changing hearts. In
showcasing positive imagery
on contemporary clothing de-
sign the entire fashion industry
is pushed forward.
His vision for the brand is
simple, to inspire everyone
to take their lives to the next
level. In other words believe
in "God's will for your life"
and to "be encouraged." How-
With garments being sold
as far as Nassau , Bahamas
Gibson is certainly making a
name for himself on the fash-
ion scene. Whenasked whyhe
chose Christianity as a theme
for a clothing line he replied,
"It's time to stop fighting my
heart. Contemporary fashion
advertises affliction, violence,
drugs, and lust. These images
are not positive." Gibson has
proven that fashion can be
positive and profitable simul-
taneously.
Ralph Lauren, Black La-
bel and Sean John are all in-
spirations to a young and up
incoming clothing designer,
Lennix Gibson. Gibson, a 20
year old Business Marketing
major had a vision to take the
sophistication of Ralph Lau-
ren, the innovation of Black
Label and the Business savvy
ofSean John to merge fashion
with Christianity. He, along
with his design team, Keith
Cooper II and Jody Mack
birthed Akira Dasia clothing
for women and Unity Kings
apparel for men.
-A.H
EXAMMOVIE
Mirrors is a jaw-dropping horror flick
Blast from
the past!
Mowtown comes to
Greensboro in an excit-
ing renactment from the
generation who brought
you the Supremes and
the Temptations. If you're
a real xold head'then
definitly keep a look out
for when and wear the
show will take place.
His new album entitled
"Look What You Made Me" is
fun and energetic. Hiscutie
smile and boyish looks bring
back a playful side of hip-hop.
-A.H.
YOUNG BERG-the 21 year
old Chi-town native is already
a hit on the radio. "Sexy
Can I" feat. Ray J and "The
Business" feat. Casha are in
continuous rotation.
Along the way there is
plenty of gore, fear and
suspense. In the goriest scene
of the film, one character's
desire
The untarnished mirrors
become a source of torment
not only for Ben but also
for everyone he loves.
Communicating with Ben
through images, the mirrors
coerce him into fulfilling their
The store sits in
disarray after a fire destroyed
all of its contents- all but the
mirrors. Therein lies the plot of
the movie.
takes on a night jobas security
at a haunted departmentstore.
He keeps coming back and
:oming back and just when I
think he's done BOOM he drops
a song like this on us.With
an 80's old school bump, Jay
Jelievers is smooth lyrical flow
as always.
It earns one star for
having the "jump" factor. At
several points viewers found
themselves almost jumping
By the end of the movie
you are left' questioning who
is looking into the mirror and
who ie looking out.On a scale
of 1-5 stars, I give Mirrors 3.5
stars.
The movie draws you
into the same fear that Ben
experiences. The suspense of
the movie is greatly heightened
by its melodramatic musical
backdrop.
lower jaw is disconnected and
leaves viewers with their jaws
dropped.
Sutherland's character Ben
is a suspended NY cop who is
trying to make ends meet both
financially and personally. He
This film is currently in
theaters, staring 24's Kiefer
Sutherland, as the main
characterBen. Co-stars include
Paula Pattonas Ben's estranged
wife and Amy Smart whoplays
Ben's sister.
You haven't seen a jaw
dropper until you have seen
the new horror flick, "Mirrors."
I mean that literally, but more
about that later.
Though the movie has
an experienced director,
Alexandre Aja, seasoned
horror buffswill find themovie
somewhat amateurish, while
unseasoned viewers are in for
quite aride.
The special effects are on
point throughout the film,
which gamers another star. The
acting leaves something to be
desired and only deserves half
ofa star.
Another star is awarded for
having a plentiful amount of
blood. After all, what would a
scary movie be without it?
out of their seats, including
myself.
-S.J
oulia Bov feat. E
'Marco Polo"
T.l.'s latest album
tracks his recent trials
ALBUM EXAM
Young Jeezy ready to
drop'The Recession'
ALBUM EXAM
MICHAEL JONES
StaffWriter
MICHAEL JONES
StaffWriter
-S.J
So, the game you used to play
in the pool is now a song? I re-
ally don't get this snap music
genre. What's next crank that
Hide -n- go- Seek?
album
The next single from the
entitled "Crazy
Jeezy has been releasing
tracks from his new album
every Tuesday onto his web-
site, USDA2DAY.com.
The album will address is-
sues in the economy, on the
president, and on the streets.
tion on steroids
Although his last album,
"The Inspiration" didnot live
to the expectations and hype
of his debut classic, "Thug
Motivation" he assures that
this album is Thug Motiva-
After putting on for his
city with Kanye West and re-
leasing "The Prime Minister"
mixtape, the snowman Young
Jeezy is returning with his
next album. "The Recession,"
Jeezy's third LP, will be avail-
able in stores Tuesday, Sep-
tember 2nd.
video rotation. Another track,
"What up, What's happening,"
a diss track to Shawty Lo, is
also on the album, featuring
Jay-Z has also been released.
The same girl who breathes
"no air" will be belting it out
in front of thousands of fans.
Be prepared to be amazed at
her heighten vocal rang.
JORDIN SPARKS performs
live at the Greensboro Coli-
seum. American Idols teen su-
perstar takes center stage on
Saturday August 30th at 7:30
p.m.
- A.H
The title comesfrom the fact
the he wrote his lyrics downon
paper, which he hasn't done
since his first album, I'm Seri-
ous. Both of his singles, "No
matter what" and "Whatever
you like"are inradio, as wellas
Paper Trail, which is set to
drop September 30th, will be
the 6th album from the Grand
Hustle honcho. The album was
worked on while being con-
fined to the walls ofhis house.
After suffering trials and
tribulations with threats ofseri-
ous jail time, undergoing house
arrest, minorbeef with another
Atlanta native, T.I. has made
his way back onto the scene,
bring with him a new album.
The King is back and in a
new state ofmind.
The video features himself
as an animated bear waking up
in the busy streets of Chicago.
GOOD MORNING is Kanye
West's newly released music
video. It is out on the net from
his hit album Graduation.
17.What even makes you a thug if your in college? 18. Did you pay tuition with drug money? 19. Why do people complain about
their weight in a Chik Fil-a line? 20. Have you ever considered the problem was first going there?
look like skate boarders? 15. Anybody get their refund check on time? 16. How are you a thug with rhinestones on your shirt?
1. Did you see the football coaches signing autographs Saturday? 2. Why? 3. Is Greek life still alive on A&T's campus? 4. Is it just
me, or do they only come out during step shows? 5. If you crossed in the 90s should you still be at a freshmen cookout? 6. So don't
tell me R. Kelly has a cousin in Aggieland? 7. Did everybody get their free meal last week? 8. Is it really free or are they secretly
charging folks? 9. Why do students think it's okay to not come to class the first week? 10. Why do we have 800 reserved parking
spots and the teachers show up once a week? 11. Should they even have the luxury of a reserved parking spot? 12.Why are people
still driving just to get across campus? 13. Who wears a freakum dress with a backpack? 14. Is it just me or do all the freshmen
-A.T.
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CHRISTIAN
CLOTHING hangs in
Love YourFriendsBe
Social store
time!
This year the incoming
freshmen got a real treat
by ending off their week
with a cook out and step
show. They got a first
hand look on what Aggie
pride really means and a
glimpse into their blue and
gold future.
Cook out
PHOTO BY
ALEXANDRIA
HARPER
SCENE EDITOR
-S.J
ASHLEY GILMER
Register Reporter
-S.J
Jay-Z
"Jockin Jay-Z"
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.
The seniors pass as Frosh
trying to pledge and undergo
pain and affliction to gain
unlimited access to all college
parties. In theaters every-
where, Friday.
COLLEGE stars Nickel-
odeon's very own Teen Star,
Drake Bell, Kevin Covais and
Andrew Caldwell is centered
on three high school seniors
who seek to pledge a college
fraternity.
Those who prefer to shop
online may join Gibson's Fa-
cebook page. By sending a
message he or one ofhis two
team members will contact
you back for purchase infor-
mation. The price is $20 dol-
lars on Facebook and $40 dol-
lars inside the store. Purchases
made in store are more expen-
sive because of vendor fees.
Along with your purchase
comes a card explaining the
meaning written on the shirt.
Love your Friends be So-
cial is a store in downtown
Greensboro that carries his ap-
parel. This store is located on
South Elm and McGee.
The t-shirt he came dressed
in was light blue with green
letters made of 100% ring
spun cotton. The words "free-
dom from anger, war, poverty,
racism and lust", are stamped
across his chest. This t-shirt
along withmany others can be
purchased in store or online.
People who are sporting
his apparel are ambitious,
motivated and trend setters.
They give off confidence and
are not afraid to stand out
amongst their peers. Gibson
has so much faith in his cloth-
ing that he only wears his own
designs.
ever, Gibson does not want to
come across as "too spiritual"
Christians are not the only
ones wearing his label.
In the future Akira Da-
sia clothing and Unity Kings
apparel is going to venture
out into polo shirts and hats.
Polo shirts will be priced at
$22 dollars and Hats at $35-
$40 dollars. Right now both
brands only offer t-shirts. The
labels five year plan is to be in
department stores all across
the country.
They intend to accomplish
this by maintaining the com-

